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Special Notes: 
 

• Membership please; see Kevin and pay your dues; 40% of 
our members need to catch up: See Kevin.   

 

• Checkout the Symposium! 
 

• Learn about Civil War Economics! 
 

• Check out www.tvcwrt.org and tell us what you think! 

 
ANNOUNCEMENTS; 
 

   On Thursday, 14 March, Claire Woerner, a 

Huntsville native will present, what she describes 
as Historic Cemetery 101. Her emphasis will suit 

civil war enthusiasts and genealogists and will 
include the basics of grave marker identification 
and cemetery symbolism. Additionally, she will 

describe various methods of gravestone 
maintenance and repair. Ms. Woerner will 

illustrate and describe the different types of 
military markers and their significance as well as 
how to set the modern military stone tablet to 

prevent them from leaning. Her presentation 
includes selecting the right craftsman to preserve 
aging cemeteries and the best criteria to use to 

measure the quality of their work.   

 Claire Woerner graduated from John Paul II 
Catholic High school in 2009 and earned a degree 

in Anthropology and Sociology from Warren Wilson College in 2013 with an 

Archaeology emphasis. She was extensively involved with Huntsville’s Glenwood 
Cemetery Project here in 2015 and worked for the Heritage Program at Land 
Between the Lakes National Recreation Area from 2016-2017 where she spent 

an extraordinary amount of effort addressing issues with the recreation area’s 
270 public rural cemeteries. Her community outreach has resulted in many 

presentations to groups interested in cemetery maintenance and the proper care 
of historic monuments. Ms. Woerner is an active member of the Association for 
Gravestone Studies which equipped her to share her experience in monument 

Claire Woener, in front, laying 
out the grid for a ground 
penetrating radar survey. 

http://www.tvcwrt.org/
http://www.tvcwrt.org/
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preservation and historic cemetery maintenance. She loves studying and visiting 
cemeteries as a tool to better understand local history and has a special passion 

for concrete folk markers. Ms. Woerner is currently working at the Huntsville 
Historic Depot as a tour guide and working as a researcher and conservator for 

Alabama Constitution Hall Park.  

LET’S VISIT NICK’s RISTORANTE 

 
   Nick’s Ristorante remains the #1 steakhouse in North  
East Alabama and now has the Best Chef in the Valley as voted in The Planet. 

 
 

 
   
    

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
We thank, Homewood Suites by Hilton, (714 Gallatin Street SW Huntsville) for 

their support for the Round Table.  
 

Recommendation to add the following book to the TVCWRT 
Reading List; The Civil War; A Concise History, by Louis P. 
Masur, 118 pages Oxford University Press, 2011. 
 

    The author outlines, in less than 100 pages of narrative, the 
history of the Civil War from its origins in the 18th Century 
through 1865 and beyond. It is not a detailed account of battles 

or politics but rather a clear correlation of the reason and impact 
of the political maneuvers and military actions affecting the 
prosecution of the war and its aftermath. The professor 

published the book during the Sesquicentennial. It is light 
reading yet focused and based upon a bibliography that 

includes respected Civil War historians such as Gary W. 
Gallagher and James McPherson and other noted authors. His 

references include articles from respected periodicals, the writings and speeches 

Nick’s Ristorante remains the #1 steakhouse in 
North  

East Alabama and now has the Best Chef in the 
Valley as voted in The Planet. 

 

Our friend Nick of Nick's Restaurante 
   Nick's winner last 
month was Sam 
Tumminello 
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of the principle actors endorsing attempts to compromise and eventually 
prosecute the war and include soldiers, politicians, and journalists. It is an 

impressive analysis, a quick read for busy people and will enlighten your 
understanding of the era.  

   The Book can be purchased on Amazon or downloaded from the internet for 
free.  
    Submitted by Arley McCormick for inclusion on the TVCWRT website Official 

Reading List. 
 
Louisville Round Table 2019 Spring Field Trip: Jackson’s Valley Campaign 

of 1862  
 

   This year’s field trip will be to the beautiful Shenandoah Valley 
of Virginia where we will study the famous 1862 Valley 
Campaign of Stonewall Jackson. The dates for the trip are April 

24-28, 2019 and our guide will be Will Greene. Will is one of the 
best guides we have ever had, and we are looking forward to 

having him interpret Stonewall Jackson’s epic valley campaign 
of 1862. We will be headquartered in Harrisonburg from which 
we will traverse up and down the Valley visiting all the major 

sites of the campaign. It has been 25 years since the Round 
Table took a field trip to study this important operation. We have a few spots still 
open and we are now taking signups and collecting the $200 non-refundable 

deposits. The first 40 people to pay the $200 non-refundable deposit will have 
guaranteed reservations. You can sign-up by emailing John Davis at 

johnd.davis@twc.com and mailing your $200 non-refundable deposit check 
made out to LCWRT directly to Louisville Civil War Round Table, 9462 
Brownsboro Road - #142, Louisville, Ky., 40241. You can also signup at the 

meetings.  
 

Jackson’s Valley Campaign of 1862 Suggested Reading 
 

   If you are planning on going on the Valley Campaign field trip, I strongly urge 
you to begin your reading now. There are several good books on the 1862 Valley 
Campaign. Here is a list of some of the best.  

   A good place to start is Robert Tanner’s “Stonewall in the Valley” (revised 
edition) which is a detailed study of the entire campaign. As the title implies, it 

is written from the Southern army’s point of view, but it is a very objective work. 
Thoroughly researched and well written, if you can read only one book on the 
Valley Campaign, you can’t go wrong with this one.  

    Gary Ecelbarger has written two books on the 1862 Shenandoah campaign. 
The first “We Are in For It! The First Battle of Kernstown” is a thorough 
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analysis and study of Stonewall Jackson’s first independent battle and his only 
defeat. Exhaustively researched and accompanied by great maps this is the 

definitive study of this battle and we will visit it on our trip.  
    Ecelbarger’s second book on the Valley campaign is “Three Days in the 

Shenandoah: Stonewall Jackson at Front Royal and Winchester”. This study 
is an attempt to revise the traditional interpretations of this phase of the 
campaign. He offers a new view regarding Lincoln’s military meddling as 

commander in chief and gives Jeff Davis more credit than previous writers. This 
is a very engaging and thought-provoking book.  
   Peter Cozzens’s “Shenandoah 1862” presents the campaign from both the 

Northern and Southern point of view and is also a comprehensive study of the 
entire valley campaign. Cozzens offers new interpretations of the campaign and 

the reasons for Stonewall Jackson’s success. 

The Louisville Civil War Round Table 

presents its 8th Annual Bourbon and 
BBQ: 22 June 2019 4:00 PM to 8:00 PM 
and includes a Historical Presentation on 

LT General Richard, CSA by Michael 
Parrish, PHD.  

   The festivities are located at 2200 1/2 
Utica Pike, Jeffersonville, IND 
    Price is $75 per Person thru 

5/11/2019 (non-refundable) and Non 
Members are charged $80.00 (non-refundable) Mail Check to   LCWRT, 9462 

Brownsboro Rd.,  #142, Louisville, KY. 40241. 
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A Blast From The Past:  
 

Osher Lifelong Learning Institute, (OLLI) University of Alabama Huntsville 

Spring Schedule 
 

    John Mason, former TVCWRT President is conducting two classes beginning 
in April; On Monday, 15 April, Civil War Economics, 1300 to 1430 and 
Tuesday, 16 April, Military Blunders at 0845 to 1015. Sign UP Now! 
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Board Reports 
 

The 2019 Schedule of Speakers 
 

     This year the speakers describe the activity and leadership in the Western 
Theater, action and the aftermath of war in both North and South Alabama. A 
special presentation is scheduled for  Ed Semmes, Great, Great, Great Grandson 

of Admiral Raphael Semmes, captain of the CSS Alabama,  describing the 
exploits of the Confederate Raider, CSS Alabama.  Details TBD. 

 
11-Apr, John Allen, Jefferson Davis and Varna Davis. 
9-May, Curt Fields, Author, Grant's Relief of Chattanooga 

14-Jun, John Carter, 9th Alabama Infantry   
11-Jul, Matt Spruill, Decisions at Stone's River,  
8-Aug, Paul Brueske, Battle of Mobile 

12-Sep, Rebecca Davis/Dakota Cotton, (April), Civil War Athens,  
10-Oct, John Scales Annual Tour location TBD  

14-Nov, Peggy Towns, United States Colored Troops (USCT)   
 
The Membership; submitted by Membership Chair, Kevin Rodriguez; our 

membership, as of 28 February stands at 114 with an additional 35 
spouses/partners for a total of 149.  Sixty percent are members in good 

standing for the current year.  

2019 Member Honor Roll 

• PATRONS 

– Beth Altenkirch 

– April Harris 

– Emil Posey 

 
• SUSTAINING MEMBERS 

– Kevin Rodriguez 
 

• SUPPORTING MEMBERS 
– Greg & Stephie Cousins 
– John Scales 
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TVCWRT Features 
Book Reviews 

Review of Wilson’s Raid: The Final Blow to the Confederacy, by Russell W. 
Blount, Jr., the History Press, 2018, 145 pages. Reviewer unknown 

   In large part because the major Civil War 
campaigns occurring within Alabama’s borders 

took place near the end of the war, there has long 
been a tendency to overlook them by historians. 

We have remained ignorant of some of the most 
compelling actions of the war as a result. Had the 
largest cavalry force mounted during the war 

swept through one of the Confederacy’s most 
important industrial states and wreaked a swath 
of havoc and destruction for some 200 miles in 

1862, for example, I would think we might 
remember as something more than a footnote in 

the story of the conflict. Yet that is exactly what 
happened in the spring of 1865 in Alabama in the 
form of a devastating raid by Gen. James H. 

Wilson, and that is exactly how we have 
unfortunately often remembered the affair.   

   Wilson’s Raid deserves better, for it involves an 
incredible story and rendered a final, crippling blow to the Confederacy’s ability 
to make war with unprecedented speed and precision. In the course of just over 

two weeks, Wilson cut through the heart of northern and central Alabama, 
beginning at the banks of the Tennessee River and exiting the state at the 
Chattahoochee at the border city of Columbus, Georgia. Along the way he and 

his men defeated two armies, rendered useless numerous iron-making facilities 
(and burned no few private homes in the process), captured and destroyed two 

of the South’s largest military-industrial complexes, secured the surrender of 
the first capital of the Confederacy, dismantled a state university, and handed 
Nathan Bedford Forrest one of his very few whippings. In the days after the 

fighting concluded, Wilson’s men would go on to become involved in the 
capture of Confederate president Jefferson Davis. To say the raid was eventful 
and is worthy of remembrance is an understatement. 

   There have been attempts to chronicle the raid, most of them a chapter or 
two in length and presented as part of a series of studies of several end-of-war 

campaigns, such as Noah Trudeau’s Out of the Storm: The End of the Civil War, 
April-June, 1865. The most notable study of the raid in its own right is James 

https://thehistoriansmanifesto.wordpress.com/2018/11/06/review-of-wilsons-raid-the-final-blow-to-the-confederacy-by-russell-w-blount-jr/
https://thehistoriansmanifesto.wordpress.com/2018/11/06/review-of-wilsons-raid-the-final-blow-to-the-confederacy-by-russell-w-blount-jr/
https://thehistoriansmanifesto.wordpress.com/2018/11/06/review-of-wilsons-raid-the-final-blow-to-the-confederacy-by-russell-w-blount-jr/
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Pickett Jones’ Yankee Blitzkrieg: Wilson’s Raid Through Alabama and Georgia, a 
book that by its very title communicates the fact that Wilson’s tactics presaged 

the advent of what we recognize as modern mechanized cavalry tactics but 
appeared many years ago. Here now, is retired businessman Russell Blount’s 

effort at tracing Wilson’s footprints, in the form of Wilson’s Raid: Final Blow to 
the Confederacy. As we have detailed previously in this blog, Blount is already 

an accomplished author (Besieged: Mobile 1865) and has a demonstrated 
interest in the often-overlooked last days of the war.  
   Blount tells a rollicking tale in the fast-moving book, providing an overview of 

military operations but at the same time allowing space to incorporate civilian 
perspectives in what promises to be an essential introduction to the topic for 

the next generation. He follows Wilson’s path and lays out his strategy, 
providing us with some of the best summaries of the fighting that occurred at 
places such as Selma and Columbus that one is likely to read and bringing the 

communities touched by the campaign to life. These accounts along with his 
use of accounts of the raid from a variety of civilians shows a command of the 

available resources on the topic. His prose is smooth, his pace just right, and 
the key players in the story he tells emerge as real people. Wilson’s Raid is a 
quick read but one that thoroughly treats it subject. If you have an interest in 

Alabama or Civil War history, this book is definitely worth your time. 
 

Review provided by; The Historian Manifesto.com 
 
 “To Prepare for Sherman’s Coming: The Battle of Wise’s Forks, March 

1865” MAJ (ret) Mark Smith and COL (ret) Wade Sokolosky, Savas Beatie 
LLC, El Dorado Hills, CA, 2015 270 pages, $27.95 Reviewer unknown 
 

   In March 1865, the War Between the States had 
about six weeks left. The Confederate Army was not 

beaten however. In a series of tactical actions, the 
understrength and depleted Confederates bloodied the 
nose of advancing Federal forces. One of those places 

was at Wise’s Forks, southeast of Goldboro.  
“To Prepare for Sherman’s Coming: The Battle of Wise’s 

Forks, March 1865” by MAJ (ret) Mark Smith and COL 
(ret) Wade Sokolosky is a well-documented and 
researched study. This is the authors’ second book and 

an outstanding addition to “No Such Army Since the 
Days of Julius Caesar: Sherman’s Carolina’s Campaign 
from Fayetteville to Averasboro”.  

   Wise’s Forks lies just off the Atlantic and North 
Carolina Rail Road that runs from New Bern to 

https://thehistoriansmanifesto.wordpress.com/2015/12/15/review-of-besieged-mobile-1865-by-russell-w-blount-jr/
https://thehistoriansmanifesto.wordpress.com/2015/12/15/review-of-besieged-mobile-1865-by-russell-w-blount-jr/
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Goldsboro. Near the town of Kinston, the Confederate army under Braggs made 
a stand to delay Federal forces moving from the coast to Goldsboro. The rail 

line was key to Sherman’s advance into the interior of North Carolina. Union 
control of the rail line would allow Federal logistical support to Sherman’s 

army. It thus became the focus of a major operation to clear the line to 
Goldsboro.  
   The dilemmas faced by Confederate General Johnston in the allocation and 

positioning of forces is that his armies faced threats from multiple axes. The 
Union Army corps commander, Maj Gen Jacob Cox, is thrown into the fight 
with a “Provisional” army corps. This ad hoc unit of both veteran and untried 

units is tasked by the Department of North Carolina commander with making 
junction with Sherman’s Army and facilitating the opening of the rail logistics 

line to Goldsboro.  
   With a tie to the problems faced with expeditionary forces and modularity, 
what happens to the Federal Army demonstrates leadership issues with army 

units that have not trained together extensively. By dint of heroism and luck, 
they do not suffer a major defeat at the country crossroads known as Wise’s 

Forks.  
   Written by Army veterans and military historians, this story exudes a level of 
understanding of the intricacies that those who have not worn combat boots do 

not normally grasp. Illustrated with excellent tactical maps; rare images of 
participants never before published; and superlative footnotes, this book does 
much to add to the history of the campaign in the Carolinas. An outstanding 

bibliography belies the excellent research conducted by the authors.  
   Smith and Sokolosky have made a readable history that ties tactics, logistics 

and “face of battle” issues together that both novice and seasoned historians 
can enjoy. The analysis at the end of the book is outstanding in regards to 
relating exactly what we teach our military students today about the link 

between the tactical, operational, and strategic “ends-ways-means 

   Reviewed by Lieutenant Colonel (Retired) Edward Kennedy, TVCWRT 

Communications Officer 

Nooks and Crannies; American Military Thought in 1860; Part 2 

   American generals of 1861, facing a military problem as vast as 
Napoleon’s invasion of Russia, studied Jomini in the misguided faith that 
they were studying Napoleon.  They marched against strategic points – 
Corinth, Richmond, Atlanta – content to let Confederate armies escape to 
fight again, so long as they could occupy this real estate.  And so the war 
worried on, until other commanders emerged, possessing the true, brutally 
clear Napoleonic appreciation. 
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   John R. Elting, “Jomini, Disciple of Napoleon?”, Military Affairs 23 (Spring 
1964), 17-26. 

 

   Opening Moves - Part 2, “One if by Land…” 

 
“Our success is complete, & secession is killed in this country.” 
G. B. McClellan, Maj Genl USA, following the Battle of Philippi1 

 
   The Union’s initial moves were naval operations to establish and enforce the 

blockade of Southern ports.  Clausewitzian in concept, the blockade was an 
aggressive, offensive activity aimed at compromising the South’s economy and 

its ability to sufficiently equip and sustain large field forces by interdicting its 
export and import trade.  It could also compromise any diplomatic support from 
Europe (principally Great Britain) that might be sought.  President Lincoln 

intuitively understood that for the Union to prevail, the Confederacy must be 
defeated – they weren’t going to give up.  Still, naval strategy, though vitally 
important to the Union’s war effort, was not going to win the war; it would be 

won by clash of arms on land. 
   The Union’s opening moves in the East – into Virginia – for the most part were 

halting, even timid:  the occupation of Alexandria (protecting the Union capital); 
BG Robert Patterson’s advance into western Virginia; BG Benjamin F. Butler’s 
into Newport News.  Even MG Irvin McDowell’s advance towards Manassas 

Junction was slow and ill-controlled.  On the other hand, MG George B. 
McClellan’s operations in northwestern Virginia, though relatively small in scale 

given campaigns in the coming years, was aggressive and had larger goals in 
mind. 
   General in Chief LTG Winfield Scott was still the senior US military officer, not 

only in rank, but also in experience and reputation.  Unlike most other senior 
officers, he took a strategic view of the coming conflict, but his was a defensive 
approach.   

   Scott was not the aggressive general he had been in his Mexico City campaign.  
With time catching up to him, he was enfeebled by age and infirmity.2   His plan 

for taking the Mississippi River is emblematic.  Unlike President Lincoln, Scott 
envisioned the naval blockade of Southern ports along with a thrust down the 
Mississippi River with some 60,000 men to secure and deny its use to the 

Confederacy.3 His concept was not meant as part of a ground campaign that 
would conquer the Confederacy, but rather a way to isolate them and thus make 
them work with the US government to resolve the secession issue.  Scott also 

somewhat reluctantly prodded McDowell’s advance into northern Virginia with 
the ultimate objective of taking Richmond.   
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   Both concepts were unrealistic due to the unavailability of sufficiently trained 
forces to achieve objectives.  Moreover, the time it would take to assemble forces 

of sufficient size and training would allow Confederate forces to also mobilize, 
thereby aggravating the challenges.  Scott didn’t want to move before “Union 

forces” were properly trained and before autumn returned to kill the Mississippi 
River Valley’s fevers.4 Most in the North simply did not foresee the scope of 
operations that would be needed to defeat the South.  These initial approaches 

were too limited in concept – too Jominian – to bring victory.   
 
   On the Confederate side, President Davis was 

deeply involved with military planning.  He had 
to grapple with two issues that controlled his 

initial strategy:  The overarching formational 
foundation of the Confederacy was peaceful 
secession from the Union.  It would fight, if 

necessary, to accomplish this, but it had no 
intention at the outset of invading the North.  

President Davis’s vision was a defensive war – 
stand on the defensive and repel attacks 
wherever mounted.  On one level, this seems to 

be a Clausewitzian approach: a grand strategy 
based on political considerations and 
necessities.  Be that as it may, it was fatally 

Jominian in that it focused on protecting 
ground and key points, not per se on defeating 

the enemy’s forces.   
   The burr under Davis’s saddle was the 
objection of Confederate states to allow 

Northern armies to penetrate their territories.  
Politically, he could not abandon any state, in 
whole or in large part, in order to facilitate 

consolidated, stronger defensive lines in the 
interior.  Thus, the Confederate army would be 

forward deployed along the length of its border 
and sea coast.6   Given the imbalance of 
resources between the Union and the 

Confederacy, neither of these considerations 
made the best strategic sense.  As the war developed, operational and tactical 

expertise would be needed to take up the slack.   
   That led to a second flaw: Southern machismo.  “Southerners, in reality as well 
as romantic belief, really did believe in their ability to defeat superior numbers 

of Yankees, whom they held to be an inferior breed.  ‘The idea of waiting for 

Riflemen Form! 

Alfred Tennyson 

There is a sound of thunder afar, 
Storm in the South that darkens the 

day! 

Storm of battle and thunder of war! 
Well if it do not roll our way. 
Storm, Storm, Riflemen form! 

Ready, be ready against the storm! 
Riflemen, Riflemen, Riflemen form! 

Be not deaf to the sound that warns, 
Be not gull’d by a despot’s plea! 
Are figs of thistles? or grapes of 

thorns? 
How can a despot feel with the 

Free? 
Form, Form, Riflemen Form! 

Ready, be ready to meet the storm! 

Riflemen, Riflemen, Riflemen form! 
Let your reforms for a moment go! 
Look to your butts, and take good 

aims! 
Better a rotten borough or so 

Than a rotten fleet and a city in 
flames! 

Storm, Storm, Riflemen form! 
Ready, be ready against the storm! 
Riflemen, Riflemen, Riflemen form! 

Form, be ready to do or die! 
Form in Freedom’s name and the 

Queen’s 
True we have got—such a faithful 
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blows, instead of inflicting them, is altogether unsuited to the genius of our 
people,’ argued the Richmond Examiner in September 1861.”7 Southern military 

heritage and élan led to an unrealistic anticipation of victory and, later, to 
disastrous attacks that bled the Confederacy to a far greater degree than the 

Union.8  
 
The Gathering of Forces in the East 

 
   In April and May 1861, the opposing land forces were small compared to what 

was going to be needed in this conflict – too small to defeat the other side’s and 
too small to dominate the vast space over which the war would be fought.  “The 
theatre of war constituted by the United and Confederate States was the largest 

single landmass over which any conqueror had ever attempted to impose his will, 
larger than Napoleon’s Europe, larger almost than Genghis Khan’s Eurasia.  In 
the opening months of the conflict, such armies as had been brought into being 

were pinpricks on the map.”9 Battle tempo would pick up, of course, but first 
came mobilization – gathering the troops, organizing and equipping them, and 

expanding (USA) or creating (CSA) a sustainable logistics and command 
structure. 
   Manpower, per se, was not a problem early on.  Regiments, North and South, 

could be formed as quickly as weapons and officers could be found for them.  
Other accouterments of war would be provided and improved as they became 

available.  The Union expanded its Regular Army, but heavily relied on state 
units; the South built a small regular force as well, but, as with the North, relied 
on state militia and volunteer units.  These “included, in the North, 

Massachusetts, with 5,000 active militiamen, and New York, with 19,000, and 
in the South, Georgia, which had many volunteer and militia companies, and 
South Carolina, heartland of secession, with numbers of well-trained and well-

equipped volunteer companies.  Kentucky, a bitterly divided state, had 73 State 
Guard companies, of Southern sympathy, and 66 Home Guard companies 

sympathetic to the North.  Ohio had 30 companies, Vermont 22, Wisconsin 1,993 
militiamen, Maine 35 companies, all available to the Federal government.  
Virginia had 8 militia regiments, all ready to declare for the South, and 

Mississippi had 3,927 volunteers, belonging to 78 companies, all of which would 
go south.  Many states, including several located in Northern and Southern 
heartland territory, were quite unorganized for war, including Alabama and 

North Carolina (South) and Connecticut, Illinois, Indiana, New Hampshire, and 
New Jersey (North).”10 
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   USA Major (soon to be MG) Irvin McDowell was an 
experienced staff officer who had travelled abroad.  He, 

among others North and South, knew about European 
military systems.  The American system was English in 

origin, based on small, independent regiments not subject 
to superior organization.  McDowell proposed the creation 
of a national army along European lines: the volunteers 

were to be enrolled in regiments (and which would be the 
basic maneuver unit in battle) numbered by state.11  These, 
in turn, would be formed into brigades, then divisions, 

corps, and field armies.  At the highest level of organization 
for both sides would be military Departments, which 

exercised administration, movement, and logistics control 
of military formations within their boundaries. 
   There were no corps organizations in either army early on.  

While there were a few divisions formed by McDowell, et al, 
typically the largest maneuver units at this point were 

brigades.  Span of control limitations required their grouping by region and 
mission.  In April and May 1861 those affecting operations in Virginia consisted 
of— 

 
Union Army of Northeastern Virginia (McDowell) 
 

   Commanded by McDowell from May 27 to August 17, 1861.12  Upon taking 
command, McDowell immediately began organizing the force of some 35,700 

men into five divisions.  He also had ten batteries of artillery and a battalion of 
Regular cavalry.  Under public and political pressure to begin offensive 
operations, he was given little time to train the newly inducted troops.  Units 

were instructed in the maneuvering of regiments but received little or no training 
at the brigade or division level.13 
 

Union Army of Occupation of Western Virginia, Department of the Ohio 
(McClellan) 

 
   When Virginia seceded in April 1861, regiments from Indiana, Ohio, and 
Kentucky were sent into the western part of the state to protect the strongly pro-

Union people of the area, and also to guard the line of the Baltimore and Ohio 
Railroad.14 The troops first sent there were three-month regiments, but as their  

BG Irvin McDowell 
(Wikipedia) 
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terms of enlistment expired, they would be replaced by three-year volunteer 
regiments.  There were also some loyal (western) Virginia regiments organized in 

the state.  These troops, which belonged to the Department of the Ohio, were 
under the command of McClellan and later BG William S. Rosecrans and were 

known as the Army of Occupation of Western Virginia, Department of the Ohio.15  
 
Army of Pennsylvania (Patterson)  

    
   Some 18,000 men were organized at Chambersburg, 
Pennsylvania under MG Robert Patterson to protect 

against a Confederate incursion from the Shenandoah 
Valley.  Patterson had fought in the War of 1812 and had 

been Scott’s second in command in Mexico.  In 1861, this 
69-year-old Irishman was way past his prime.16   Scott 
brought him back into service with a three-month 

volunteer officer’s commission in April 1861.17 
 

Army of the Potomac (Beauregard) 
    

   Thirty miles southwest of Washington, at Manassas 

Junction, was the 22,000-man Confederate Army of the 
Potomac, commanded by 43-year-old General Pierre 
Gustave Toussaint Beauregard, a former West Point 

classmate of McDowell.  Beauregard had commanded the 
Confederate troops that had forced the surrender of Fort 

Sumter.  The army was formed from Confederate units 
defending northeastern Virginia “along the line of the 
Potomac” that arrived over the course of April to July 1861.   

   Beauregard organized his army into six brigades (no 
divisional structure) and concentrated them along the 
south bank of Bull Run, intending to defend the rail center 

of Manassas Junction.  He would be reinforced by 
additional regiments over the next few weeks, forming a 

seventh brigade.  Over the course of his first weeks in 
command, Beauregard sent to Confederate president 
Jefferson Davis various plans for an offensive against 

Union forces in northern Virginia, which usually involved 
coordination with Joseph E. Johnston's Army of the 

Shenandoah.  Both Davis and General Robert E. Lee rejected these plans as 
being impractical.18 

General P. G. T. 
Beauregard 
(Wikipedia) 

MG Robert Patterson 
(Wikipedia) 
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Army of Shenandoah (Johnston) 
 

   At Winchester, Virginia, some 35 miles southwest of 
Patterson’s command, were 12,000 Confederate troops of 

the Army of the Shenandoah under 54-yearold General 
Joseph E. Johnston.  Before the war he had served as 
Quartermaster General of the United States Army.  Now, as 

a Confederate commander, he was charged with defending 
the Shenandoah Valley and, if necessary, going to the 
support of Beauregard’s command at Manassas Junction.  

The Army of the Shenandoah consisted of five infantry 
brigades (again, no divisional structure), along with 20 

pieces of artillery and about 300 Virginia cavalrymen under 
Col. J. E. B. Stuart.19 

 

The Occupation of Northwestern Virginia and the Battle of Philippi, West 
Virginia (June 3) 

 
   Virginia had seceded, but the northwestern counties (west of the Appalachians) 
were loyal to the Union.  Collectively the poorer part of the state, these counties 

had stronger economic ties to Pennsylvania and Ohio than to the rest of Virginia.  
Separatist sentiment had been growing for years.  Too often relegated to 
something of a sideshow, Union occupation of this area was of significant 

strategic importance. 
   McClellan, a West Pointer who had returned to Federal service after a spell as 

a railroad executive, proposed a strategy to Scott by letter of April 27, 1861.  
Since western Virginia was solidly loyal, he suggested transporting an army of 
some 80,000 troops, to be raised in the “northwest” (today, the “upper mid-west), 

across the Ohio River in the vicinity of Gallipolis, and marching it up the Great 
Kanawha Valley to capture Richmond.20  Alternatively, such an army could be 
transported across the Ohio at Cincinnati or Louisville to capture Nashville and 

“thence act according to circumstances.” McClellan’s plan showed geopolitical 
understanding, but not geographic realism.  Given attention, it failed to win 

support, and was effectively quashed by Scott, who objected to it on both political 
and practical grounds.21 He thought it likely to provoke anti-Union sentiment in 
Kentucky and western Virginia, and he believed the likely costs prohibitive.22 

   McClellan was not to be deterred.  He was appointed commander of the 
Department of the Ohio.  In accordance with his original concept, he gathered 

several regiments raised in Ohio, Indiana, and northwestern Virginia and moved 
into Virginia in early May along the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad and the 
Kanawha River.  His mission was to secure northwestern Virginia to protect the 

largely pro-Union populace in the counties along the Ohio River, secure critical 

General Joseph E. 
Johnston 

(Wikipedia) 
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river crossings and rail junctions, and keep open the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad 
line and a subsidiary, the Northwest Virginian – lines which connected the 

eastern part of the United States with Parkersburg and Wheeling and provided 
essential transportation facilities between Washington and St. Louis.  McClellan 

also envisioned using this area as a base for a campaign up the Kanawha River 
valley against Richmond, Virginia.  To do this, he had some 3,000 men organized 
into six infantry regiments (three from Indiana, one from Ohio, and two raised in 

northwestern Virginia), under the command of BG Thomas A. Morris (Indiana 
Militia).   
   The Confederate forces opposing him had a divided command structure – 

Colonel George A. Porterfield in northwestern Virginia; Brigadier Generals John 
B. Floyd and Henry A. Wise in the Kanawha Valley.  They did not coordinate their 

response.  Their mission was to defend against Union invasion and maintain 
Confederate control of Unionist population and area resources.  They had only 
some 800 men organized into two infantry regiments plus one separate infantry 

brigade and two regiments of cavalry.  All were part of the Virginia state militia.  
MG Robert E. Lee, commanding Virginia state militia, had underestimated the 

strength of Unionist support in the area. 
   McClellan had a complex concept of operation that included a converging 

(envelopment) tactical plan.  It failed to 

achieve surprise, but proved successful, 
nonetheless, resulting in a route of the 
Confederate force in what came to be 

known as the Philippi Races.  The Union 
plan was typically Jominian – offensive, 

seize control of resources such as coal 
and salt mines and transportation lines, 
support the pro-Union population, and 

ultimately set up a move on the enemy 
capital.  Its success ensured these 
counties would nullify Virginia’s Order 

of Secession and break away from the 
state.  McClellan’s success gave him 

unwarranted prominence and resulted 
in him being called to Washington, D.C., 
by President Lincoln to organize it 

defenses and ultimately to take 
command of the Army of the Potomac. 

   The Confederate plan was Jominian as well:  defensive, protecting territory, no 
aggressive stance.  Given that they were sandwiched between the Ohio River and 
the Allegheny Mountains, the eventual loss of this area to the Union was almost 

certain. 

Basic amputation set of the type that 
would  

have been used in the field by the North.23 
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   The campaign in northwestern Virginia was critical to the Union’s early war 
effort.  Had it not been occupied the Confederacy would have been on the border 

of Ohio – one state away from splitting the Union.  This was a threat the Union 
could not abide.  Moreover, given its virtual isolation from the rest of Virginia 

and the Confederacy, along with its strong pro-Union population, it hung out 
like the proverbial low-hanging apple.  Even had Kentucky seceded, there were 
no substantive supply routes – packed roads, railroads, or rivers – to support 

active campaigning in the area sufficiently to resist a determined Union effort.24   
Note the significance of railroads to Union planning and objectives. 

   The first organized land 

battle of the war, Philippi was 
the first battle of several to 

secure this region.  It was 
followed by Rich Mountain, 
July 11, Corrick’s Ford, on 

the Cheat River, July 13 (in 
which Confederate BG Robert 

S. Garnett became the first 
general officer on either side 
to be killed in battle), and 

Cheat Mountain, September 
12-15.  Arguably the first 
contest between McClellan 

and Lee, Lee was blamed for 
setbacks here and elsewhere 

in the area.  But Lee was 
learning.  Having been made 
a full general in the CSA 

(confirmed August 31, 1861, 
with date of rank of June 14, which made him third behind Samuel Cooper and 
Albert Sidney Johnston, in that order), he was appointed commander of the 

Department of South Carolina, Georgia and Florida on November 5 and sent to 
organize the coastal defenses along the Carolina and Georgia seaboard.  He 

would face McClellan again in the Battle of Seven Pines (June 1, 1862) during 
the Peninsula Campaign, this time with a different outcome. 
   In the meantime, the lower tier of counties remained in Southern control.  The 

eastern counties, which included Charles Town and Harper’s Ferry, located at 
the northern end of the Shenandoah Valley where it extends into western 

Maryland and central Pennsylvania, changed hands several times through 1864.  
It was the corridor– the thoroughfare – in the region for military operations north 
and south.  These counties, along with those occupied by McClellan’s forces, 

would become West Virginia.   
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McClellan’s aggressiveness and success in northwestern Virginia, limited as it 
was, was not matched in the rest of Virginia.   

 
Big Bethel (June 10) 

 
   Lincoln, who started by expecting, wrongly, that his generals would form his 
mind, tentatively suggested on April 25 that the first steps would include the 

safeguarding of Fortress Monroe, at the mouth of the Chesapeake Bay, to assure 
the safety of Washington.  In a letter on May 11 to the governor of Massachusetts 
(one of the few states that maintained an efficient militia25), he proposed a Union 

Army of the South, with its own commander, staff, and troops, to be concentrated 
at Hampton Roads—the tip of the Virginia Peninsula—to “menace Newport and 

Richmond.” Its appearance, he argued, would provoke a popular revolt against 
the standard-bearers of Southern revolt and return Virginia to the Union—
presumably, in his imagination, bringing the rest of the Confederacy with it.26 

   The situation began to develop in May 1861, when Scott sent MG Benjamin F. 
Butler, a political general to the core, to assume command of the newly created 

Department of Virginia based at Fort Monroe. Although he initially protested this 
assignment, Butler soon recognized that his new command would bring new 
opportunities to further his political ambitions.27 

   Butler assumed command of the Union garrison at Fort Monroe from Colonel 
Justin Dimick (Regular Army) on May 23.  His main goal being to advance against 
the poorly organized Confederates on the Peninsula, Butler established two 

camps, at Hampton and at Newport News.   
   Following Virginia’s vote to secede, Colonel John B. Magruder (nicknamed 

“Prince John” because of his fancy dress and courtly 
manners) was given command on the peninsula on May 21 
with the mission to block any Union advance from Fort 

Monroe up the peninsula.  In pursuit of this essentially 
defensive mission, he set up two camps, at Big Bethel and 
Little Bethel, as a lure to draw the Union to premature 

action.28 
   Butler took the bait.  He and an aide, Major Theodore 

Winthrop (killed in action in the final assault on Big 
Bethel), devised a plan for a dawn attack on June 10 
following a night march.  It would be led by BG Ebenezer 

Weaver Peirce, Massachusetts Volunteers.  The plan 
proved too complex to carry out, especially at night.  

Butler’s staff also failed to communicate passwords and 
visual recognition signals.  The attack force tried to 
advance without knowledge of the layout or strength of Colonel John G. Magruder 

(www.civilwarprofiles.com/)  
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the Confederate positions, and a friendly fire incident gave away their own early 
in the attack.   

   The small Confederate force on Little Bethel (mistakenly thought by Butler to 
be much larger) quickly retreated to Big Bethel, as did a force Magruder had sent 

in a surprise raid toward Hampton.  Virtually the whole of the Confederate force 
assembled behind field fortifications at Big Bethel without Peirce’s knowledge.  
Peirce continued with a series of poorly coordinated attacks, and the Union failed 

to dislodge the Confederates.  At the end of the day, they fell back to their original 
positions.   

   Butler chose not to lead the force in person, for which 

he was later criticized, but Peirce received most of the 
blame for the failed operation.  The Union forces suffered 

76 casualties, with 18 killed, including Lt. John T. 
Greble, the first  West Point graduate and Regular Army 
officer killed in the war.  The Confederates suffered only 

eight casualties, with one killed.  Presuming a renewed 
effort by a larger Union force, Magruder withdrew to 

Yorktown and established a defensive line along the 
Warwick River.  He had accomplished his mission and, in 
the process, had won a morale victory for the South.  

Arguably, Butler’s continued threat prevented use of 
Magruder’s forces to reinforce Beauregard at Manassas. 
   Local Union forces attempted no further significant 

advance until the Peninsula Campaign of 1862. 
While small in comparison to many later battles, Big 

Bethel attracted exaggerated importance because of the 
general feeling that the war would be short.  More would 

be heard from Butler in the years to come.  He was a player.29 

 
First Bull Run 
 

   In the weeks following the fall of Fort Sumter, there was great concern in the 
Union for the security of Washington, D.C.  Through influence by Treasury 

Secretary Salmon P. Chase Scott, 42-year old MAJ Irvin McDowell was promoted 
to Brigadier General in the Regular Army (a three-grade jump) and command of 
all military forces in and around Washington.30   There was widespread public 

and political pressure in Washington to take the offensive in northern Virginia 
in the belief that the capture of Richmond would quickly end the war.31   Scott 

objected, wanting to wait until the army was larger and better trained, but finally 
acceded.32  Richmond lay only 110 miles from Washington; in July 1861 
Confederate outposts stood only 25 miles distant from Washington. 

BG Ebenezer W. Peirce,  
Massachusetts Militia 

Later, commanding the 29
th

 
Massachusetts Vol Inf as a 
colonel; would serve with 
that regiment into 1864 

(Wikipedia) 
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   McDowell’s mission was to engage and defeat Beauregard (a “movement to 
contact” in today’s parlance); capture the railroad junction at Manassas Station; 

and prepare to continue to advance to and capture Richmond.  His force 
consisted mostly of 90-day volunteers with only two months of training, 

unaccustomed to military discipline or road marches, several subordinates who 
were good politicians but poor generals, and no staff to assist in supervision of 
the plan.33   

    Beauregard’s mission was to block the route to Richmond and defend the 
junction of the Orange and Alexandria and Manassas Gap Railroads, a rail 
junction connecting with Johnston in the Valley and southwards into the interior 

of Virginia.34  His position behind Bull Run Creek was an excellent location to 
protect against a southward Union thrust – a bit over 20 miles southwest of 

Washington and about 15 miles west of the Potomac River (flowing southwest 
along this stretch).  Johnston, commanding the Army of the Shenandoah, was 

one of the South’s outstanding officers.  His mission was to move from the valley 
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to assist (reinforce) Beauregard.  The Confederate troops were poorly trained, but 
the command structure was better qualified than their Union counterparts.35 

   McDowell submitted a plan of action to Scott; it was approved.  He was to begin 
his move on July 8.  Inexperience intervened, and his force didn’t depart until 

the afternoon of July 16, heading west from Alexandria to Centerville, some 20 
miles to the west.  It reached Centerville 2½ days later, having been slowed by 
poor march and ration discipline. 

   Patterson, whose mission was to prevent Johnston’s Army of the Shenandoah 
from reinforcing Beauregard, moved his two divisions across the Potomac River 
at Williamsport, Maryland on June 16, but returned to the north bank the 

following night.  He crossed again July 2 and advanced as far as Bunker Hill 
before turning east toward Harpers Ferry.   He was in the vicinity of Charleston 

on July 15.  He misunderstood his orders to “watch and detain” Johnston (based, 
at least in part, on confusing telegrams from Scott) and remained there.  He and 
the Army of Pennsylvania played no further role in the Bull Run campaign.36  

   On July 18 Johnston received orders to reinforce Beauregard.  He immediately 
began a movement, Jackson’s brigade leading, to Piedmont where it entrained 

for movement to Manassas Junction.  Patterson thought the force was still at 
Winchester (Stuart and his cavalry were conducting an effective screening 
mission to Patterson’s south).  He remained ignorant until July 20, when it was 

too late to affect the battle developing at Bull Run.37  
   Beauregard had positioned his force along Bull Run Creek, concentrating his 
force on his right and with a screen along crossings stretching northwestward 

some ten miles to Warrenton Pike (the principal route McDowell’s force had 
traveled).  He had no substantive reserve until reinforced by Johnston.   

   McDowell initially planned an attack southward from Centerville to turn 
Beauregard’s right flank.  Unfortunately, his First Division jumped the gun and 
on July 18 attacked on its own.  The attack failed. 

   McDowell’s force was still closing on Centerville.  He learned by Tyler’s abortive 
attack of the terrain difficulties on Beauregard’s right flank, so he devised a new, 
but more complex plan, to move against Beauregard’s left flank.  The new plan 

went into motion on July 21 but did not go well.  Johnston’s force was arriving 
at Manassas Junction and by July 20 had moved into position on Beauregard’s 

left flank.  Ironically, Beauregard had planned to attack and turn McDowell’s left 
flank (in the same area of Tyler’s failed attack).  McDowell’s move upstream 
(towards the other end of Beauregard’s line) preempted Beauregard’s attack.   

   The battle was fought on the northwestern portion of the battle line, focusing 
on and around Matthew Hill (via Sudley Springs), Henry House Hill (which would 

be were BG Jackson earned his moniker “Stonewall”), and the nearby fords.  It 
was close-run, but by the end of the day the Confederates emerged victorious.  
However, they were in no condition to follow-up and pursue the retreating 

Federals, who were routed.  McDowell intended to rally and assume a defensive 
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position around Centerville, but in the end his Army of Northeastern Virginia 
retreated all the way back to Washington.   

   First Manassas was not a fever pitched engagement.  Casualties were 
extremely low for its length and the number of troops engaged.  Union losses 

totaled 2,896 KIA, WIA and MIA; Confederates losses were 1,982.  A year later 
Cedar Mountain in Culpeper County, Virginia would produce roughly the same 
number of casualties with significantly fewer troops fighting and in less than 

three hours. 
   This was a solid Confederate victory, but sans pursuit of the defeated Union 
force, there was no long-term gain other than the boost to Southern morale.  The 

importance of the battle lay not so much in the movement of armies or the 
strategic territory gained or lost, but rather in the realization that the struggle 

was more an apocalyptic event than the romantic adventure earlier envisioned. 
   The first major battle of the Civil War, it provided lessons to those paying 
attention by highlighting many of the problems and deficiencies that were typical 

of the first year of the war.  Units were committed piecemeal, attacks were frontal, 
infantry failed to protect exposed artillery, tactical intelligence was nil38, and 

neither commander was able to employ his whole force effectively.  McDowell, 
with 35,000 men, was only able to commit about 18,000, and the combined 
Confederate forces, with about 32,000 men, committed only 18,000.39  

   The battle demonstrated the 
hazards of sending half-trained 
troops into combat.  Both the Union 

and Confederate armies were green; 
it showed in clumsy battlefield 

maneuvers and an inability to 
coordinate attacks.  It was also an 
early indication of the strength of 

tactical defense, that it was much 
easier to defend and counter-attack 
than to launch an initial attack.  

Effective use of cannon and rifled 
muskets were going to make this a 

bloody war.  5,000 Union and 
Confederate casualties resulted from 
this battle, just slightly below the 

total American killed and wounded 
for either the entire War of 1812 or 

the entire Mexican War.  It also 
showed the benefit of solid battlefield 
leadership.  One able general, 

“Stonewall” Jackson, seized the initiative and turned the tide of a battle.  

Wilmer McLean’s house (L) at Bull Run Creek, and 
his later house (R) near Appomattox Courthouse. 

In one of the more interesting anecdotes occasioned 
by the war, one of the first rounds of the battle hit 
the kitchen in Wilmer McLean’s house (at McLean’s 
ford, one of Tyler’s intended crossing points) while 
breakfast was being prepared.  After the battle, 
McLean decided his residence there would be too 
dangerous for him and his family, so he moved – to 
Appomattox Courthouse.  As fate would have it, the 
surrender discussions between Grant and Lee in 
April 1865 were held in McLean’s parlor.  He 
rightfully could claim afterwards, ”The war started in 
my front yard and ended in my front parlor.” 
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Another, Stuart, knew how to employ a cavalry screen and confused his enemy 
into nonaction.  Contrast these examples with that of Patterson, whose lack of 

aggressiveness and operational acumen likely cost McDowell a victory. 
   Johnston’s use of rail transport allowed his Army of the Shenandoah to rapidly 

reinforce Beauregard – an early, convincing demonstration of the strategic value 
of rail movements.  They would be critical not only in moving forces but also 
maintaining forces in the field.  In fact, availability of rail lines often was central 

to campaign plans. 
   Both sides were determined to win, but no single battle would end of the war.  
Perhaps the most important lesson from the battle was that it helped erase the 

popular notion that the war would be a short affair settled with one decisive 
blow. 

   Note that capture of opposing capitals was a driving strategic theme on both 
sides – typical Jominian thinking.  Capture of Richmond would have had 
deleterious material and political impact on the South but would not necessarily 

have been fatal.  The Confederate states were fractious, but overall secession 
sentiment was strong among the state governments.  The production output in 

Richmond was roughly equal to the rest of the Confederacy combined.  Its loss 
would have been serious, but Southern military spirit would have kept the 
Confederacy in play for a while longer.  Military resistance had to be crushed.  

Capture of Washington would have had far greater strategic impact.  It would 
have spurred political opposition to Lincoln’s policies and the war effort.  It well 
might have resulted in Maryland seceding, in which case Baltimore and 

Annapolis would have been compromised, effectively limit basing of US naval 
assets in the Chesapeake Bay down to Hampton Roads.40 The diplomatic 

repercussions may have been catastrophic for the Union.  As Lincoln said to 
Seward during a diplomatic crisis with Great Britain, “One war at a time.”  
Ironically, the Union’s focus on capturing Richmond was Jominian thinking.  The 

Confederacy’s focus on capturing or otherwise neutralizing Washington was 
more Clausewitzian. 
   Though a victory, the aftermath of Bull Run and battles that followed revealed 

the shortcomings of President Davis’s defensive strategy.  Though the battle 
solved an immediate problem, it did not deter a repetition, nor did it inflict 

disabling damage on the North or open up the prospect of any new strategic 
initiative.41 Jominian flaws in all of their glory. 
   The failure of Patterson’s campaign and the defeat of McDowell’s Army of 

Northeastern Virginia resulted in extensive changes to the command of the 
Union forces in the East.  To secure the advantages of the unified command in 

the area around Washington, the Military Division of the Potomac was created 
July 25, 1861, to consist of the Department of Washington and the Department 
of Northeastern Virginia.  McClellan assumed command July 27, with 
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headquarters in Washington.42 By order dated July 19, Patterson was honorably 
discharged effective July 27, when his tour of duty expired.43   

   Strategy in 1861 was not thought of as we define it today.  Today strategy is 
the art and science of employing the armed forces of a nation to secure the 

objectives of national policy by the application of force or the threat of force.  This 
describes strategy as Clausewitz did: a process for applying military means to 
achieve political ends.  In 1861 most military officials on both sides viewed 

strategy as Jomini did: the art of directing masses on decisive points, or the 
hostile movements of armies beyond the range of each other’s cannon.44 Today 

we label this the operational level of warfare, which encompasses efforts focused 
largely on campaign and theater operations designed to accomplish military 

objectives.  The notion of grand or national strategy linking a full spectrum of 
national power instruments to vital policy objectives was not fully informed until 

after 1900.45 

   One overarching lesson from these opening moves is the difference between 
strategic and operational thinking on both sides.  Jominian doctrine was clearly 

dominant on both sides, but Clausewitzian thinking was starting to develop as 
the nature of this war — its scope and political objectives — began to be realized.  
Lincoln thought strategically, as did Scott, but Scott did so in a more limited 

scope.  Unlike Lincoln, he didn’t foresee the need to crush the Confederacy 
militarily but rather to maneuver it into submission.  McClellan thought 

strategically, as evidenced by his recommendations to Scott in late April, but as 
we will see, he didn’t have the mindset — the pluck — to make it successful.  His 
campaign in northwestern Virginia was one thing; eastern Virginia — the 

Peninsula Campaign and Antietam — was entirely different.  Grant and Sherman 
would think strategically, but they were still months away.  On the Confederate 

side, Davis had to deal with strategic concerns but thought in operational terms.  
The degree to which this was necessitated by political circumstances versus 
mindset is arguable.  Lee would think strategically, but most of the other senior 

Confederate generals thought operationally.  We will see this unfold in future 
articles. 
   With this, we bring Part 2 to a close.  In Opening Moves Part 3, “Sorting Out 

Kentucky and Missouri”, we will look at early moves by both sides to control of 
the Mississippi River.  See you next month! 

Circumstances make your presence here necessary; charge Rosecrans or some 
other general with your present department come hither without delay. 
Telegraphic order to McClellan following the Battle of First Bull Run, by President 
Lincoln (Monday after the battle) 
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Many thanks to Jeff Ewing, John Mason, and Arley McCormick for their valuable 
guidance and editorial support.  --Emil 

 
Notes –  

1 Telegraphic report, McClellan to Washington, DC, July 14, the day following the 
Battle of Corrick’s Ford on the Cheat River, The Civil War Papers of George B. 
McClellan: Selected Correspondence, 1860-1865; Stephen W. Sears, ed.; New 
York: Ticknor and Fields, 1989; 5.  

2 The American Civil War: A Military History, John Keegan; New York: Alfred A. 
Knopf, 2009; 90. 

3 The Grand Design: Strategy and the U. S. Civil War, Donald Stoker; New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2010; 37-38)   

4 Stoker, 39.    

5 An entirely unfounded fear of French invasion impelled the civilian British in 
1859 to form units of “rifle volunteers,” encouraged by publicists, who included 
Alfred, Lord Tennyson. His poem “Form, Riflemen, Form” was a major motivation 
of the rifle movement. The volunteering impulse spread to the United States and 
took root particularly in the South, already infected by the urge to take arms 
against the specter of Northern aggression.  Keegan, 39-40. 

6 An enormous defensive perimeter that contained four operational avenues of 
approach for the Union:  the Mississippi River from the north (vicinity of the 
confluence with the Ohio River) and from its mouth (New Orleans), through central 
Tennessee (based on Nashville), through northern Virginia (ultimately towards 
Richmond), and along its coastline (from Hampton, Virginia to Galveston, Texas). 

7 Keegan, 83. 

8 Attack and Die: Civil War Military Tactics and the Southern Heritage, Grady 
McWhiney and Perry D. Jamieson; Tuscaloosa: The University of Alabama Press, 
1982, xiii-xiv, and Chapter 1, “It Was Not War – It Was Murder”. 

9 Keegan; 82. 

10 Keegan, 41. 

11 Keegan, 52. 

12 Secretary of the Treasury Salmon P. Chase championed fellow Ohioan, 42-year-
old Maj. Irvin McDowell. Although McDowell was a West Point graduate, his 

command experience was limited. In fact, he had spent most of his career engaged 
in various staff duties in the Adjutant General’s Office.  While stationed in 
Washington he had become acquainted with Chase, a former Ohio governor and 
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senator. Now, through Chase’s influence, McDowell was promoted three grades to 
brigadier general in the Regular Army and on May 27 was assigned command of 
the Department of Northeastern Virginia, which included the military forces in and 
around Washington. “Staff Ride Guide: Battle of First Bull Run”, Ted Ballard: 
Washington, D.C.: USA Center of Military History, 2004, CMH Pub 35-2-1; 4.  

13 Ballard 4. 

14 The B&O Railroad ran west from Baltimore some eight miles to Relay, Maryland, 
where it branched.  The main line ran on through Harper’s Ferry and western 
Virginia to the Midwest, and a branch line ran down to Washington. The Union 
Army 1861-1865: Organization and Operations, Volume 1: The Eastern Theater; 
Frank J. Welcher; Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1989; 10. 

15 Welcher 243. 

16 Stonewall Jackson: The Man, the Soldier, the Legend, James I Robertson, Jr.; 
New York:  Simon & Schuster Macmillan, 1997; 254. 

17 Ballard 4-5. 

18 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Confederate_Army_of_the_Potomac. 

19 Ballard 5. 

20 The Kanawha is a major waterway of the Ohio River complex and the backbone 
of the region.  Nevertheless, his idea was both too complex and took too little 
account of loyalties in the Upper South.  His forces at this point still consisted 
primarily of three-month volunteers whose enlistments would expire by the end of 
July.  It is most unlikely that a march from the region of the Great Kanawha Valley 
by an invading army could have overcome Confederate resistance in the Allegheny 
Mountains (his letter admitted “there could be difficulties in crossing the 
mountains, but would go prepared to meet them.”  Even if he could push across 
the lines of ridges and valley that would lay perpendicular to his general line of 
march, sans good lines of supply, he certainly would not be in sufficient strength 
and staying power to then push on into the interior of Virginia.  I cannot escape 
the notion that his plan, for its good points, was at its heart an exercise of his ego.  
He wanted to be the center of action.   

21 Sears, 12-13.   

22 Keegan, 91. 

23 The Battle of Philippi resulted in what may have been the first field amputations 

of the war.  One victim, James Hanger, designed himself an artificial leg so 
effective it was later patented and became the foundation of the Hanger 
Orthopedic Group, which today remains a market leader in the manufacture of 
artificial limbs. 
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24 There were lines coming out of the interior of Virginia – the Central Virginia RR 
terminating at Staunton (Augusta County), the Manassas Gap RR terminating at 
Strasburg (Shenandoah County), and the Baltimore & Ohio RR line running from 
Cumberland, Maryland to Cincinnati, Ohio with spurs branching south into 
western Virginia west of the Allegheny’s (the line was easily interdicted by the 
Union, particularly the part that ran through western Maryland. 

25 Keegan, 41. 

26 Keegan, 87-88. 

27 Fort Monroe was a well-placed fortress at Old Point Comfort on the southern tip 
of the Virginia Peninsula between the York and James rivers where they empty 
into Chesapeake Bay.  The bay was to the east of the fort and Hampton Roads 
was to the south.  It was supported by the Union Navy at Hampton Roads and 

could be reinforced and resupplied by water without attack by shore batteries or 
the nearly non-existent Virginia or Confederate naval forces.  The fort could be 
approached only over a narrow causeway and isthmus and had massive walls 
and hundreds of cannons.  Mill Creek almost cut the fort off from mainland of the 
Peninsula. 

28 Today we would call this an active defense, defined by the Department of 
Defense as, "The employment of limited offensive action and counterattacks to 
deny a contested area or position to the enemy.")   

29 For more on Butler, see “Little Round Table Report”, Emil L. Posey, TVCWRT 
Newsletter, February 2018. 

30 Ballard 4. 

31 Ballard 3; also, The West Point Atlas of American Wars, Vol 1, 1689-1900, BG 
Vincent J. Esposito (USA Ret), chief ed; New York: Frederick A Praeger Publishers, 
1959 (fourth printing, 1967), map 18. 

32 Esposito 18; also, Stoker 40-41. 

33 Esposito 18.    

34 The Orange and Alexandria Railroad (O&A) was a railroad in Virginia, United 
States. It extended from Alexandria to Gordonsville, with another section from 
Charlottesville to Lynchburg. It was the only rail link between the capitals at 
Washington, D.C., and Richmond.  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orange_and_Alexandria_Railroad  The Manassas 
Gap Railroad (MGRR) ran from Mount Jackson, Virginia, to the Orange and 
Alexandria Railroad's Manassas Junction.  It became the first railroad in American 
history to move troops to a major battle. Jackson's brigade marched from 
Winchester through Ashby Gap and boarded trains at the Piedmont Station at 
Delaplane, and from there they were transported to the O&A's Manassas Junction 
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and debarked to join the fight. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manassas_Gap_Railroad  

35 Esposito 18. 

36 See Welcher 74-77 for details. 

37 Esposito 19. 

38 The battle saw the first use of aerial reconnaissance in the war.  McDowell was 
getting contradictory information from his intelligence agents, so he called for the 
balloon Enterprise, which was being demonstrated by Prof. Thaddeus S. C. Lowe 
in Washington, to perform aerial reconnaissance. 

39 Ballard, v. 

40 The United States Naval Academy at Annapolis was judged to be in too exposed 
a position and was transferred to the Atlantic House Hotel at Newport, Rhode 
Island, on May 9, 1861, to be safe from the risk of Confederate attack.  Keegan, 
49. 

41 Keegan, 84. 

42 Welcher 71-72. 

43 Welcher 73.  

44 Progressives in Navy Blue: Maritime Strategy, American Empire, and the 
Transformation of US Naval Identity, 1873-1898, Scott Mobley; Annapolis: Naval 
Institute Press, 2018; Introduction 
 
45 “American Military Thought in 1860, Part 1:  Drivers and Influences (Doctrinal 
Underpinnings)”, Emil L. Posey, TVCWRT Newsletter, October 2018. 
 
 

TVCWRT Little Round Table (LRT) Discussion and Schedule, 
2019 Submitted by JR Ewing LRT lead. 
    

   The February LRT reviewed a timeline for the first year of the war that 
highlighted events that reveal a gradual escalation of the conflict as both sides 

concluded that neither was bluffing; the South was seceding from the union and 
the North was resisting secession.  Despite the efforts of both sides to keep the 
slavery issue separate from the military conflict, emancipation in one form or 

another intruded at key points along this timeline.  As did a slow recognition by 
several individuals of a "winning strategy" for the North, a strategy that the South 

must forestall to not loose. 
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   In March the LRT discussion will examine the appointment of John Pope in 
the summer of 1862 as commander of the newly formed Army of Virginia, the 

embodiment of the changing character of the war.  The LRT will focus on Pope's 
brief and disastrous tenure in that position, which would culminate in the Battle 

of Second Manassas in late August. The battle that is generally regarded as 
Robert E. Lee's greatest victory.  Lee would immediately press the advantage he 
gained with this victory by crossing the Potomac into Maryland. 

 
    Take a glance at the schedule for 2019. There is time to jump in and 
learn a lot. 

 
March 28, 2019 – John Pope, part 3, meets R. E. Lee 

 Led by Jeff Ewing 
April 25, 2019 - Aug. 1862 to June 1863 – A dizzying 10-month transformation 
of the corps commands  

Led by Jeff Ewing  
May 23, 2019 - Two did not climb Culps Hill on 1 Jul, 1863:  Generals Ewell 

and Slocum...why not?  
Led by Jeff Ewing 

June 27, 2019 - Peninsula Campaign 1- The decision to move the Army of the 

Potomac to the York Peninsula; the Siege of Yorktown  
Led by Emil Posey 

July 25, 2019 - Peninsula Campaign 2- Battles of Williamsburg, Fair Oaks  

Lead Needed 
August 22, 2019 - Peninsula Campaign 3- Jackson in the Valley, how he 

influenced the Peninsula Campaign  
Lead Needed 

September 26, 2019 - Peninsula Campaign 4- Federal response to Jackson’s 

success, The Army of Virginia  
Lead Needed 

October 27, 2019 - Peninsula Campaign 5- Lee takes charge; both sides fortify 

and Feds emplace the siege guns; Stuart’s Ride  
Led Needed 

December 12, 2019 - The Most Important New Weapon of the American Civil War 

Led by Mark Hubb 
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Many Thanks! 
 

To our own Ed Kennedy who is 
always inspiring, educational, and 

entertaining as he shed light on the 
events surrounding the 
controversial battle of Fort Pillow, 

TN.  
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